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Places Beyond Memory: The
Affective Landscapes of Bernardo
Atxaga’s Días de Nevada
Mark Pleiss, PhD

Bernardo Atxaga’s Días de Nevada (2015) is a translation of Nevadako egunak (2014) and tells
the quasi-autobiographical story of Atxaga’s year as a visiting writer for the Center for Basque
Studies at the University of Nevada, Reno from 2007 to 2008. Atxaga co-translated the book
from Basque to Spanish with his spouse, Asun Garikano, who joined him on the trip (along with
their two children) and later published her own book about Basques in the United States, Far
Western Basque Country. Días de Nevada continues Atxaga’s preference for narrative diversity,
as it is a hybrid text that delivers a compilation of artistic projects in one: a collection of journal
entries based on Atxaga’s time in Nevada, letters, newspaper stories, transcribed phone calls
home, memories from childhood, and stories concerning Basque culture during and after the
Spanish Civil War. Días de Nevada deploys a first-person narrator-protagonist who shares
biographical information with the author, which creates a game of ambiguities about which
events truly took place and which have been either enhanced through fiction or completely
invented. Despite the plurality of forms, a coherent narrative develops across the narrator’s
travels with his family and friends across Nevada and California. The characters visit notable
places like Pyramid Lake, Steamboat Springs, Virginia City, Death Valley, and the Paiute Indian
Reservation, and they visit political rallies for Barack Obama, military bases, cantinas, funerals,
and even a rocket-car race in the desert. The narrator’s travels map the social, cultural, and
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geographic features of Reno and the surrounding areas, and they document a growing feeling
of connection between the narrator, the land, and other Basques, immigrants, and minoritized
groups who lived, worked, and died in the Western United States.
Commentators of Días de Nevada have studied the geographic and cultural landscapes of
Nevada in the book as narrative resources for exploring the personal and collective memories
of the author and his protagonist. Iratxe Esparza, for example, argues that the people, places,
and animals of Reno and the desert serve as “detonantes de la memoria” that recall crucial
moments in the life of the main character, which often reflect the real-life experiences of
Atxaga during his childhood in Basque Country and his year in Nevada (199). Similarly, Jon
Kortazar writes that the text is structured around an “arqueología de la memoria [personal y
social]” that is told simultaneously through fiction and autobiography (180). David Rio adds a
similar observation, noting that explorations of memory in the book become “key elements to
understanding the complexity of cultural and personal identity” (187).
Critics rightfully see the landscapes of Nevada as a vehicle for personal and collective memory.
Such thinking follows the critical consensus regarding other geographical and/or metaphorical
spaces (like the author’s signature world of Obaba) in Atxaga’s narrative fiction, and the
approach explains a primary narrative strategy in the text that unfolds across the narrator’s
travels with his friends and family through the desert. However, it is my contention that the
North American setting of the book also allows the author to experiment with new literary
spaces within his prose that do not trigger the cognitive functions of memory as much as they
transfer experiences from the past through the characters in the present. Such spaces are a
new addition to Atxaga’s fiction and model what Berberich et al. call “affective landscapes,”
defined as locations that incite physical, mental, and emotional reactions in those who enter
their boundaries (1). Affective landscapes appear in this study as locations in Días de Nevada
that produce phenomena in which something in the land transfers or supplements the
emotional experiences of a foreign time, place, and people directly into the mind(s) of the
narrator and/or his family.
I study the emotions of indifference, fear, and guilt that are transmitted to the characters;
these emotions appear in the book in The Great Basin, Virginia City, and Donner Pass,
respectively. Such emotions exist on the fringes of–or completely outside of–personal and
collective memory because they pertain to the intimate experiences of people whose lives are
either largely unfamiliar to the characters in the story or are completely unknown. These
groups are not explored or are rarely treated in Atxaga’s other works of narrative fiction, and
they include Basque shepherds in Nevada, immigrants from Asia, members of First Nations, and
settlers in the North American West from the mid-1800s to the early 20th century. I contend
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that a focus on affective landscapes–and the emotions that they transfer–illuminates a
narrative resource in the text that may relate a brief history of the emotional experiences of
Basque immigrants and other minoritized groups. The approach complements, and even looks
beyond, the author’s typical narrative strategies and foregrounds the stories of people and
places that reveal commonly overlooked, but often interconnected, histories of the United
States and Basque Country.1

Spanish edition

1

The study adds to recent essays on the “history of the emotions as a consciously articulated field” in the study of
“transnational relations” between Europe and the Americas (Elena Delgado et al. 1-2). Such research pertains to a
wider trend inside and outside of Spain that investigates how our understanding of the past can be enhanced
through “forms of meaning that are not restricted to the cognitive” (Labanyi, “Doing Things” 230).
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Places of Memory in Scholarship
Commentary on Días de Nevada follows the previous scholarship of Atxaga’s narrative fiction
that has foregrounded the use of space as a way of projecting the individual and collective
memories of the author and his homeland. Such discussions are most frequently tied to
Atxaga’s signature world of Obaba, which Mari Jose Olaziregi describes as a “place of memory”2
and as a “lived geography” that is “linked to the infancy of the author … and [is] charged with
the memories of yesteryear” (51-52).3 For Olaziregi, these spaces operate through a system of
referentiality in which the people, places, and objects of the author’s fiction symbolize or recall
Atxaga’s childhood in the Basque Country as well as a larger, shared group consciousness (51).
The letters, names, animals, and other symbols that appear in Atxaga’s fiction therefore
possess a shared cultural code that can be understood and reproduced by the author and other
Basques in Europe, and they help tell otherwise suppressed or untold stories of ancient
traditions and more recent events like the Spanish Civil War, the Franco dictatorship, and the
rise of ETA (Olaziregi 51-53).4 Critics like José María Pozuelo Yvancos have similarly identified
Atxaga’s narrative, especially the writer’s world of Obaba, as a middle ground between
autobiography and fiction, one in which the narration, characters, and events of Atxaga’s
stories mirror the experiential knowledge of the author and the collective memories of his
generation in Europe (28-29). Their approaches illuminate personal and collective experiences
within Atxaga’s fiction that counter official representations of history and nationalism proposed
by the Franco dictatorship, with one critic seeing such stories as a tool for breaking the “barrera
de silencio” that was imposed on Basque culture after the civil war (Guinart Palomares 12).
Esparza, Kortazar, and Rio see the same patterns from the fictional world of Obaba emerge in
Días de Nevada. The book actively pursues a connection between the author and the firstperson narrator protagonist, and so the character’s interactions with the landscape yield
reflections in the present that recall the personal and collective memories of Atxaga and his
generation in Basque Country during the Spanish Civil War and Post-War years.5 However, the
book also gives voice to other groups in the United States who suffered similar forms of
marginalization and social persecution. The most prominent is a population of Basques who
2

Pierre Nora coined the term Les Lieux de Memoire to describe “places” – either material, symbolic, or functional –
that serve to remember a pre-modern group consciousness (18). The application of Nora’s theory has dominated
discussions of Atxaga, but I hope to move discussions to a new theoretical space with affective landscapes.
3
The translation here is my own.
4
Such scholarship springs from the prevalence of memory studies in the analysis of literary fiction from Spain
(Labanyi, “The Politics,” 2007; Ramón Resina and Ulrich Winter 2005; Rein 2002; Colmeiro 2005; Ferrán 2007) and
interviews where Atxaga links his writing to his childhood, his homeland, and the Franco Dictatorship (ctd. In
Olaziregi, “Waking” 40).
5
A notable example is the recurring appearance of wild horses that trigger memories from the narrator’s
childhood and offer insights into the corruption and oppression of the Franco Dictatorship. In other cases, songs on
the radio, smells, and tastes recall personal and collective memories from the past.
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came to Nevada during the gold rush of the mid-1800s. They established themselves in the
region selling wool and lamb to the boom of pioneers searching for gold during this time, and
they are recognized as one of the first groups from Basque Country to live in the United States.6
The narrator’s role at the Center for Basque Studies places him in connection with an
intellectual community in Nevada that was developed in 1967 (then named the Basque Studies
Program) during the boom of Ethnic Studies programs in the United States, and it was seen by
some as a refuge for Basque language and culture during the Franco dictatorship. 7 The narrator
researches the history of this group, which includes the Basque shepherds, and notable figures
like Paulino Uzcudún, the heavyweight boxer (a former butcher nicknamed The Woodchopper)
from the author’s hometown of Gipuzkoa who trained for and fought in bouts in Nevada and is
still considered Spain’s greatest fighter. He also investigates the life and work of Robert Laxalt,
one of the most prominent Basque-American writers and intellectuals in the United States, and
his brother, Paul, who served as both a governor of Nevada (1967-1987) and a U.S. senator
(1975-1987). The narrator’s wife in the story, Ángela, is also a writer and researches the
shepherds and other populations in the West who suffered greatly from social injustice. These
include immigrants from Asia to the U.S. who died while building the railroad tracks that
connected the country and local tribes like the Paiute who were systematically removed from
their native lands and murdered. The experiences of these populations exist outside the welldocumented reference points of the author, and so he cannot reconstruct their past through
memory or decipher the common cultural codes that a place of memory presupposes. To tell
the story of these populations, Atxaga experiments with a different type of space that
communicates the knowledge and experiences of a foreign place and people directly into the
minds and bodies of his characters.

Affective Landscapes in Días de Nevada
The affective landscapes of Días de Nevada model key ideas from a recent compilation of
essays by Christine Berberich, Neil Campbell, and Robert Hudson (2016) that conceptualizes
interactions between people and the spaces they enter in order to investigate “the human
experience as it interacts relationally with the world around it” (Berberich et al. 3). In doing so,
the authors follow a growing number of works produced during the last twenty years that have
6

Días de Nevada follows presents the hardships of Basque laborers in the United States, but Iker Saitua reminds us
that Basques have been privileged over other immigrant groups because of their perceived status as a “white
immigrant group” in North America (85).
7
The former president of the Basque Country, Jose Antonio Ardanza, once remarked that “During the darkest days
of the Franco Era when we were denied our language, culture, and our identity, we were consoled by the
knowledge that an American university in Nevada had lit one small candle in the night” (Oiarzabal ix).
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used the concept of affect to profile the drives, motivations, and forces that guide interactions
between individuals and the outside world. Definitions and understandings of affect vary across
and within academic disciplines, and commentators regularly comment on the difficultly of
organizing its “rhizomatic flows” into key principles for social and esthetic critique (Bush 411).
Early conceptions of affect originated in neuroscience and were used to describe anything
related to the senses as well as the feelings, emotions, and other internal processes that can be
felt but not easily isolated or observed (Ott 3). More recent understandings of affect, like those
proposed by Berberich et al., have shifted the discussion toward the presence of “nonconscious experiences of intensity” (Shouse 1) or “visceral forces” in the world around us
(Seigworth and Gregg 1). The forces and intensities influence our experience of reality at an
unconscious level, but they move into conscious experiences when they become understood
within our minds as feelings and emotions (Shouse 2).
Berberich et al. introduce and compile essays that investigate these intensities and visceral
forces as they manifest in landscapes. For these authors, “landscapes” primarily describe
geographic locations, but they also include spaces that are designated culturally or exist
completely in the mind. Whether the landscape is real or imagined, they are affective because
they cause some type of reaction in those who cross into their thresholds. The locations I study
in Días de Nevada can be found on a map and visited in real life, and each is charged with
intensities that incite reactions in the protagonists. The reactions allow the characters to “open
into” the land and undergo phenomena that enables them to connect with people and events
from a space and time that would otherwise be completely foreign.

Alignment, Transference, and Emotional Experiences
The affective phenomena I study in Atxaga’s text model concepts from Robert M. Bednar’s
essay in Affective Landscapes. Bednar follows Rico Franses’s concept of “stranger memorials”
and John Wylie’s work on “landscapes of love,” as all three investigate landscapes in which
invisible intensities are said to reside and produce reactions in those who enter their
boundaries. Wylie studies the memorial benches at Mullion Cove, which are believed to invoke
emotional reactions to the loss of strangers, while Bednar pursues roadside shrines in the North
American Southwest. Specifically, Bednar studies how people and commemorative objects can
place affect into landscapes and produce reactions in passers-by. In other words, Bednar
wonders, “how can [roadside shrines] generate affect, especially when they do not belong to
me, and when they are being used to commemorate people I will never know?” (54). It may be
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noted that Wylie and Bednar are not studying processes they believe to be supernatural but
experiences that he and others report having while visiting these locations.
Bednar’s study is based on his time photographing roadside shrines, especially a memorial for
two deceased children off a highway near his home in Texas. He writes that “something that I
felt but couldn’t quite put my finger on” affects his experiences each time that he visits the
location, and it makes him feel a connection with the landscape (54). Wylie calls this
“alignment” or a “phenomenal coincidence of self and landscape” in which an individual and
the land collapse into one another (278). The theorist describes this as a feeling of
enchantment or illusion in which someone connects with something from the land and then
“disappears” into it (278). What is particularly odd, Bednar writes, is that he feels this
connection to the landscape without knowing the victims or even what happened there. His
association is therefore not grounded in his individual or collective memory, but in what he calls
“collective affect,” or a sense that something in the land is making you feel an emotion
associated with an intense experience of people from the past. For Bednar, the effect is
common in places where sudden, catastrophic events have taken place, and that the intensities
from such tragedies remain and can create “portals” (60) or “webs of transference” (63) where
emotions can stick to passers-by and even follow them home. He writes that melancholy is the
strongest emotion that is transferred at locations like roadside shrines, and that feelings of
intense sadness may stay with him for days or weeks after visiting a site.
That said, Bednar recognizes that not everyone will feel a particular emotion or undergo
experiences that test the boundaries of the imaginative and the real. In fact, for many people,
the dolls, crosses, and memorial objects will simply cause people to look away or comment that
they are “sentimental” or “creepy” (Bednar 63). However, the theorist notes that even these
reactions represent pauses that interrupt the flow of everyday life. They produce what
Kathleen Stewart calls “glitches” in the otherwise smooth operations of culture, as they distract
us from our usual routines and invite us to connect with a world that we would otherwise
overlook or simply never know (ctd. in Bednar 61). Collective affect is ultimately about inciting
this moment of pause and/or connection with those who can never truly know what happened
in the spaces they have entered. The forces push strangers to recognize that whatever
happened to other people could happen to ourselves or the people we love, and they force us
to see that the loss of a stranger is our loss as well (65). Of course, these moments can be
fleeting, but they can open us up to the unexpected, take us out of ourselves, and may expand
our experience of reality.
Días de Nevada does not feature roadside shrines but similar spaces that possess invisible
forces or intensities that transfer emotions from the past into the characters in the present.
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What these spaces share is that they have borne witness to events that have left emotions
behind that trigger experiences from the past in the present. The spaces put into motion the
above-mentioned processes of alignment and transference, and they open portals that allow
the characters to feel or understand the emotions of individuals from another time and place.
For Bednar, we remember that melancholy is the emotion most experienced among those who
feel things at roadside shrines, but the characters in Días de Nevada undergo a wider range of
emotions that I investigate as indifference, fear, and guilt. In doing so, I align with Elena
Delgado et al. in seeing these “emotions” or “emotional experiences” not as corporal
sensations but “forms of thought and knowledge” that reveal a predominant way of feeling
during a given historical period (2). They are the “textures of emotion” that can “tell us much
about the cultural specificity of a historical period” (Labanyi, “Doing Things” 231).8 This is not to
say that there is only one dominant way of feeling during an era or that there is only one way of
interpreting it. Instead, the approach is a way of foregrounding particular experiences that
seem predominant in one text or in multiple texts within a given era.

Basque edition
8

The idea borrows from Raymond Williams’s “structures of feeling,” which is described as an “interrelating” way
of feeling during a specific historical period (132).
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Emotional Experience #1: Indifference in the Desert
The narrator experiences the affective power of the landscape in the opening chapters of Días
de Nevada when he sets up his family in Reno and then meets his new neighbor, Bob Earle.
Earle invites him on a drive through The Great Basin in his Chevrolet Avalanche, and they listen
to Dolly Parton and Willie Nelson, watch F-16s on practice bombing runs, talk to prisoners from
a desert jail, and visit a gas station covered with American flags for fallen U.S. soldiers. After
that, they drive through the desert, and the narrator is overcome with memories from the past.
Commentators have studied these experiences as the product of interactions with the people
and places of the desert, and Esparza notes that the moment marks an evolution in the
character away from the “prejuicios y estereotipos” that he had learned about the desert at a
younger age (208). However, the scene also dramatizes physical, mental, and emotional
exchanges with the landscape that allow him to connect with a population existing outside his
experiential knowledge.
As the two drive deeper into the Great Basin, the mental state of the narrator becomes altered,
and he begins to “open up” into the land: “Recorrimos veinte kilómetros, treinta, cuarenta. En
algunos tramos, el verdor de la artemisa desaparecía y el terreno se volvía negro, como tras un
incendio, o blanco, de yeso; en otros, la tierra se convertía en arena y se formaban dunas como
las de la película Lawrence de Arabia. Sentí de pronto mucho sueño, y cerré los ojos” (50). 9 The
narrator’s description fixates on the immensity of a space that is defined by disorientation and
a small number of natural features that are repeated into perpetuity. The mile markers, bushes,
mountains, sand dunes, and other noticeable elements of the terrain achieve a hypnotic quality
that leads the protagonist to close his eyes and enter an altered, dreamlike state. The magical
effect of the desert is punctuated by the reference to Lawrence of Arabia and the “exotic”
deserts of the Middle East as they appear in British and North American film, but the
interaction also initiates a process of alignment and transference that is representative of
affective landscapes.
The hypnosis or “sueño” of the narrator recalls Wylie’s observation that certain spaces provoke
moments of “illusion” or “enchantment” in which an individual, if only for a fleeting moment, is
able not only to observe a specific landscape but also become absorbed within it (276). The
entrance into such an illusion or enchantment becomes more pronounced as the narrator
9

We drove ten, twenty, thirty miles. On some stretches the green of the sagebrush disappeared and the terrain
looked as black as if it had been scorched by fire, or else white or off-white; elsewhere, the earth became sand and
formed dunes like those in “Lawrence of Arabia.” I suddenly felt very sleepy and closed my eyes” (Nevada Days
32).
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literally moves in and out of a trance, and he observes that he cannot control his thoughts,
feelings, or perception of the present and the past. He writes, “Me sentía confuso. Los
pensamientos y los recuerdos seguían mezclándose en mi cabeza,” and he finds it impossible to
“detener la corriente” of his thoughts (53).10 The chaos swirls as the desert also affects his
perception of time. He has only been gone a few hours, but he writes that he, “tenía la
impresión de que llevaba un mes fuera. En el desierto reinaba otro tiempo” (54).11 Each
passage highlights a process of alignment in which the narrator and the desert seem to collapse
into one another, and the character’s perception of reality begins to follow an alternative time,
space, and logic.
The visceral reaction to the Great Basin could be written off as a typical experience for a new
visitor in the desert, but his experience is similar to that of Bednar because it sticks with him
and stays in his mind for days. During this time, he is motivated to understand not only what
happened to his mind in the desert but also how others like him, namely the Basque shepherds
in the early 20th century, could have survived in such conditions. He researches these questions
and discovers an interview in National Geographic that Robert Laxalt conducted with his father,
Dominique, about what it was like being sent into the Nevada desert for the first time with a
dog and three thousand sheep:
Si enviaban al desierto a un hombre que acababa de llegar a América, el shock era
tremendo. Recuerdo lo que aquello fue para mí. Tendría unos dieciséis años, y me
enviaron al desierto con un perro y tres mil ovejas. Me despertaba por la mañana y a mi
alrededor solo veía piedras, matas de artemisa y unos cuantos juníperos raquíticos. Los
vascos estábamos acostumbrados a vivir solos, pero aquellos desiertos eran otra cosa.
Luego, de repente, la cabeza le daba la vuelta y te acostumbrabas. Te resultaba
indiferente no ver a nadie nunca más. (55)12
Dominique’s arrival to The Great Basin and his observations surrounding its vastness and
geographic repetitions build a symmetry between the present and the past and the narrator
and the shepherds. Both observe the hypnotic effects of the terrain, the endless “artemisa,”
and the “shock” of an autonomous world with a visceral force that produces confusion and a
“spinning head.” Moreover, the haunting phrase “te resultaba indiferente no ver a nadie…”
10

“I felt confused. Thoughts and memories kept getting mixed up in my head” … “stop the flow” of thoughts
(Nevada Days 35).
11
I felt as if I had been away for a while month. Time was different in the desert” (Nevada Days 35).
12
“Looking at those mountains—far, far, far away, so far away that the most distant ones looked like mere
maquettes – I was keenly aware of the world’s utter indifference to us. This wasn’t just an idea either, but
something more physical, more emotional, which troubled me and made me feel like crying. I understood then
that the mountains were in a different place entirely” (Nevada Days 37).
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provides the first reference to indifference, which initially appears as an attitude that develops
from one’s time in the desert. Like the narrator’s experience in The Great Basin, Laxalt
describes a process of alignment in which his mind, and that of other shepherds, gradually
collapses across the endless, autonomous reality of the sand, hills, and sagebrush.
However, the alignment does not mark a process of adaptation from distress to comfort but an
evolution toward isolation and disconnection. The words resound for the narrator, who not
only understands the idea but admits to having felt it himself a few pages later when he writes
a letter to a friend about his drive through the desert:
Tuve luego, mirando aquellos trapecios que teníamos delante – lejanos, lejanos, lejanos,
tan lejanos que los últimos que alcanzaba a ver parecían piezas de un maqueta -, la
conciencia exacta de la indiferencia del mundo. No una mera idea, sino algo más físico,
más emocional, que me conturbaba y me daba ganas de llorar. Comprendí en ese
momento que las montañas, los trapecios, estaban en otro lugar. (56)
For the narrator, indifference is no longer an abstract idea but a “consciousness” that he shares
with individuals he has never met but with whom he identifies.13 The physicality of the
experience, evinced through his desire to cry, signals an affiliation with other Basques who
occupied the landscape and an emotional experience that defined their years of endless
movement, disorientation, and repetition. Moreover, the enumeration of the word “lejanos”
and the allusion to the mountains as a “maqueta” accentuate the grim experience inherent to a
world that seemed disconnected from a truer sense of reality. Life as a Basque shepherd at the
turn of the century not only demanded an understanding of the world as infinite, artificial, and
illusionary, but it also led to the realization that they were marginalized, separated from their
homeland, and searching for meaning in a world that was indifferent to them.

13

Commentators have understood the scene as a moment of evolution, as the protagonist’s preconceived notions
of the Nevada desert are subverted (he realizes this is not the “high desert” from Lawrence of Arabia; this is
somewhere very different, not a stereotype). However, these analyses do not fully account for the physicality of
the character’s experience, what he learns about the Basque shepherds, and how similar experiences of
“transference” also take place in Virginia City and Donner Pass.
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Emotional Experience #2: Fear in Virginia City14
The narrator enters a second affective landscape when he takes his family to Virginia City, one
of the most prosperous mining towns in the world during the 19 th Century and now a
destination for tourists. During their visit, the family stays at the haunted Silver Queen Hotel;
they visit the Virginia City Jail; and they have drinks at the Bucket of Blood Saloon. However,
they are unable to enjoy the trip because of a mysterious physical and mental condition that
affects the protagonist. He complains of a dull pain and cold chills while walking through town
and feels increasingly dizzy, lightheaded, and feverish while visiting the hotels, saloons, and
other attractions with his family (139-140). His physical ailment spikes when he almost passes
out while listening to music at the Silver Queen Hotel, after which his wife drives him to a
pharmacy for medicine (141). The physical illness also aligns with an unusual mental
phenomenon described by the narrator that suggests that he is experiencing more than
dehydration or a cold.
The event begins as soon as their car reaches the outskirts of town, and the narrator becomes
afraid at the realization that, “La hostilidad del entorno minero despertó una voz en mi cabeza”
(135). The phrase eerily suggests that something hostile or negative, both from its land and
history, has aligned the narrator’s consciousness with the landscape. He explains:
La voz hablaba desde mi cabeza, pero me parecía que pertenecía a otra persona, como
si el magnetismo o alguna otra fuerza física de las montañas de Virginia City hubiese
dividido mi ser en dos mitades, la mitad que hablaba y la mitad que escuchaba. Me sentí
dentro de un sueño, y para cuando me repuse y volví a la realidad Ángela conducía
nuestro Ford Sedan por el centro de la ciudad. (135-136)15
The awakening of a voice from a “magnetism” or “physical force in the mountains” assumes the
presence of an affective landscape with the power to provoke reactions in those who enter its
boundaries. The land subsequently drives the narrator’s self-described division within himself,
which entails the fusion of a speaking half that emanates from the land and a listening half
originating in his mind. The cognitive split and the feeling of being immersed in a “sueño” upset
his perception of reality and suggest that the land has incited another altered, dreamlike state
in which the character and the land have collapsed into one another.
14

In contrast to the plethora of analyses of the desert, commentators have not studied the strange scene in
Virginia City. In a review, Amelia Castilla suggests that it is the moment in which truth and fiction become
completely ambiguous (“Bernardo Atxaga”).
15
“The voice was inside my head, and yet it seemed to belong to someone else, as if some magnetic force in the
mountains around Virginia City had split myself in two, the half that spoke and the half that listened. I felt as if I
were in a dream, and by the time I came round and returned to reality, Ángela was driving our car through the
centre of town” (Nevada Days 104).
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The experience also recalls a “web of transference,” which describes how experiences from
other times, people, and places can leave residues that stick to certain landscapes and
unknowing passers-by. The transference manifests as a voice that communicates the dark
history of the town. It begins by saying that “la especie humana no conoce el miedo,”16 which
suggests that the words are arriving from an outside force that may not be of this world, and
the idea it communicates introduces the concept of fear. Like indifference, fear appears as an
emotional experience endured by those who lived within the landscape the protagonist has
entered. This experience is first presented ironically, as the idea that “la especie humana no
conoce el miedo” is contradicted by multiple stories of tragic deaths in the area, each starting
with the phrase “miedo debieron de sentir…” (135).17 These include the history of the brothers
Hosea and Ethan Grosh, who discovered the enormous silver deposit of Virginia City in 1857 but
died before they could mine it. Hosea succumbed to septicemia after an accident with a pick,
and Ethan died of exposure. The voice mentions the fire at the Yellow Jacket Mine that started
with an unattended candle and killed an estimated 35 people, and it is now said to be haunted
by the miners who couldn’t escape. Also, the voice discusses Pierre Haran, a Basque immigrant
who was shot by a drunk man as he entered a saloon one morning for breakfast (135).
Each story illustrates what Bednar calls “ordinary traumas,” or catastrophic events that
“happen to ordinary people as part of the mobilities of everyday life” (60). Bednar argues that
the repetition of these events can make them extraordinary and form part of a larger, more
important collective whole that can be perceived or felt across time and space (60). In Virginia
City, fear pertains to this “important collective whole” as a mindset that was essential to
survive in a lawless world where sudden, traumatic events not only took place daily but also
occurred as if they were completely normal. The intersection of the quotidian and the aberrant
could occur during any ordinary event like travel, work, or simply eating breakfast, and fear
subsequently became a way of staying alert to threats that could appear around any corner.18
This understanding of fear informs the last sentence of the paragraph, when the voice in the
narrator’s head explains, “Pero la especie no recoge las flaquezas individuales, y nuevos
mineros corren a ocupar el lugar de los caídos, como cebras que buscan hacerse un hueco en la

16

“The human species doesn’t know fear” (Nevada Days 104).
“They must have known fear” (Nevada Days 104).
18
Paulo Kortazar’s review sees “fear” as a motif in the book that reveals the “inseguridad dentro de un sistema de
tranquilidad aparente” (49) of Reno. This accounts for the pervasive sense of anxiety throughout the book (fear of
deadly animals, the weather, the assault and murder of a local college student, dangerous locals), but it has not
th
th
been seen as an account of the emotional experiences of groups living in Nevada in the late 19 and early 20
century.
17
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orilla del río” (135).19 Like zebras crossing a river filled with crocodiles, the people of Virginia
City continued working and dying with the hopes that they were not the weak or unlucky ones
who might be taken at any moment. Like the shepherds in the desert, those in town required
an understanding of life as being difficult and brutal. However, the experiences of those in
Virginia City had the added element of worrying about the willful malfeasance of one’s
neighbor on top of the relentless fear of working in a mine that might collapse or burst into
flames at any moment.
The voice disappears from the narrator’s head after he leaves Virginia City and takes medicine,
but his memories linger in the coming days. One is that of an old woman with a red hat whom
he saw dancing and singing “Oh, my darling Clementine.” The song is a folk music classic about
a miner from the 1840s who laments the loss of his daughter, Clementine, who tragically
drowns while her father is watering his horses in a river. The song cries: “Ruby lips above the
water / Blowing bubbles soft and fine / But alas I was no swimmer / So I lost my Clementine”
(“Oh my darling”). The sudden death of Clementine is emblematic of the fear expressed
through the voice in the narrator’s head. The song’s reappearance over the next few days in his
dreams and letters home suggest that this fear has “stuck” to him and continues to affect his
behavior. In fact, he becomes inexplicably driven to write his own version of the song: “Desde
que las mujeres de ochenta u ochenta y cinco años empezaron a vestirse con sombreros rojos,
la muerte parece más floja, oh my darling, oh my darling Clementine!” (143-144).20 The mere
act of rewriting the song illustrates a connection to the people and past of Virginia City, and the
words he changes, “la muerte parece más floja,” suggests that they have taught him something
new. Whether it is an old woman dancing in her 80s, the zebras fearlessly crossing the river, or
the Basque shepherds wandering onward through the desert, one must minimize the fear of
death not only to survive but to live a life that is productive and meaningful. Such a truth
appears in Días de Nevada as a necessity during a time in the past when ordinary traumas
seemed all too normal.

19

“But the species does not absorb these individual frailties, and new miners rush to take the place of the fallen,
like zebras justling for position on the banks of the river” (Nevada Days 104).
20
“Ever since eighty-year-old women started wearing red hats, Death simple hasn’t been the same, Oh my darling,
Oh my darling, Oh my darling Clementine” (Nevada Days 109).
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Emotional Experience #3: Fear and Guilt on Donner Pass21
The same fear resides on the highway between Nevada and California, and it is accompanied by
guilt. On their way to San Francisco, the narrator and his two kids cross the Sierra Nevada
Mountain Range on Interstate 80. The road stretches over 6,500 feet, and it is presented as a
place that is known for unpredictable weather conditions, falling rocks, and flimsy guardrails.
The highway also crosses Donner Pass, named for the ill-fated family whose wagon party
became trapped in the mountains and reverted to cannibalism to survive. While they drive, the
narrator becomes overwhelmed by the “fuerza de Sierra Nevada” (196),22 and he and his family
undergo the same processes of alignment, transference, and connection found previously in
the desert and Virginia City: “A partir de aquel punto … los precipicios, las rocas, la nieve, las
laderas y las cimas de Sierra Nevada se instalaron en nuestro Ford y en nuestras mentes,
absolutamente, sin dejar espacio para nada más…” (196).23 Like the sand dunes and sagebrush
of the Great Basin, the steep slopes, dizzying switchbacks, and constant presence of ice, snow,
and boulders bring the family to silence as the mountains become “installed” in the minds of
the characters. The word suggests that something external has been placed within them, and
they soon enter a web of transference that communicates the history of the landscape they
have entered.
The silence is initially due to their fear of death from a head-on collision or from falling off the
edge, but they soon enter a web of transference that communicates the history of the
landscape they have entered. This time, however, it moves through Ángela, the wife of the
narrator. Shortly after crossing an exit for Donner Pass, she explains that she has been
researching this very area, but the narrator believes her knowledge may be originating from
somewhere else: “Era Ángela, hablándonos de la historia de Sierra Nevada, pero me pareció
que era la Montaña quien se expresaba a través de ella” (197).24 The capitalization of “m” and
the use of “quien” rather than “que” both humanize the mountain and present it as a sentient
force capable of transferring the history of the land through the mind of his wife. Ángela
subsequently explains that the Donner Party, consisting of more than one hundred men,
women, and children, was crossing this very area in 1856 when it lost its way during a
snowstorm. She says that forty-three people died from the cold or starvation, and then the

21

Commentators also have not focused on the scene at Donner Pass. For Rio, it is mentioned as one of many
moments that foreground the dangers of the weather in this region.
22
“The force of the Sierra Nevada…” (Nevada Days 170).
23
“From that point on … the precipices, rocks, snow, steep slopes, and mountain peaks installed themselves firmly
in the car and in our minds, leaving no room for anything else” (Nevada Days 170).
24
“Angela was talking to us about the history of the Sierra Nevada, but it seemed to me that it was the mountain
itself speaking through her” (Nevada Days 170).
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narrator observes that the mountain began sending “mensajes cada vez más sombríos” (197).25
Soon, Ángela explains that the true “banquete para los buitres”26 occurred exactly one hundred
years later, in 1956, when two Basque shepherds also died in a snowstorm in the same area,
alongside their 2,000 sheep (197). Later, on their way back to Reno, Ángela and the narrator
learn more about a tunnel they passed on the same highway, where more than two thousand
Chinese workers died during its construction between 1866 and 1867.27

English edition

25

“The Mountain was sending Ángela even more somber messages” (171).
“A real feast for the vultures” (171).
27
The nearest town of Truckee was also home to one of the largest “Chinatowns” in the United States at the time,
th
but it was destroyed in a series of violent anti-Chinese riots at the end of the 19 century.
26
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At first glance, the stories exemplify the ordinary traumas and the fear of sudden death found
in Virginia City, but it takes on new meaning as Ángela introduces the idea of guilt. Still
influenced by the “fuerza de la sierra Nevada” and “La Montaña,” her mind suddenly shifts to
Basques who immigrated from France and would receive letters from their families and local
priests back home during World War I. She explains that these Basques either ignored such
communications and stayed in the United States or decided to leave Nevada and return home
to fight. Among this later group were three Basques who came back and then died shortly
thereafter in Verdun (198). She also mentions that the priests were nervous because many
Basque towns were losing their populations of young people due to emigration and the war,
and that they had always deemed America to be the place where Basques would lose their
identity and values to brothels.28 One of the children, Izaskun, does not understand why they
would go back to fight, and Ángela’s response is grounded in what these three young men had
likely felt and experienced: “[Los curas] presionaban a los jóvenes emigrantes haciéndoles
sentirse culpables por haber abandonado a su madre allá en su pueblo natal, e instándoles a
volver” (198).29
Ángela’s explanation exposes the prevalence of guilt among Basques in the United States. In
addition to the indifference and fear that affected their daily lives, they were beset with an
intense feeling of “culpa” about “abandoning” their mothers, their communities, and their
homeland. Such guilt is rooted in religion, family, and national identity, and it drove Basques
outside of Europe either to isolate themselves entirely from their connections, affiliations, and
origins or to return home and likely die in the trenches of Europe. Ángela’s criticism is especially
pointed against the priests, who appear here as willing to sacrifice the lives of young men to
maintain the religious communities they oversaw. The guilt that the young people experienced
would likely have been mitigated by the pleasure of returning home, but it would also often
lead to their death. Meanwhile, those who stayed in the United States likely lived with the guilt
of having survived the war and having abandoned their families.
Angela’s stories soon affect the mind of the narrator, whose thoughts wander to the portrayal
of guilt in a play, Egiazko argia (“The True Light”) by Piarres Lafitte (1901-1985). It tells the story
of a young Basque man who leaves his dying wife to fight in the war. Once there, he goes blind

28

th

th

Olaziregi explains that Basque literature maintained a persistent nationalism through the 19 and early 20
centuries in its portrayal of the Americas as a place where Basques lost their religion, values, and connection with
the motherland (57-58). Atxaga’s prior novel, El hijo del accordeonista, breaks from this tradition in its portrayal of
California as a utopian space for a Basque character who has fled the Spanish Civil War and the Franco Dictatorship
(Rio 179). The portrayal of guilt in Días de Nevada continues this disavowal of Basque literary tradition by showing
Basque-Americans to be victims of this emotionally driven nationalist ideology.
29
“The priests put pressure on the young emigrants, making them feel guilty for having abandoned their mothers
in the villages where they were born, and urging them to come back” (Nevada Days 171)
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after a gas attack, suffers a crisis of faith, and loudly curses France, God, and the priests. He
changes his mind, however, after an intervention by a seminarian named Domingo and his
son’s excitement before receiving his first communion. The now-blinded veteran of the war
magically recovers his faith at the end, and as the narrator recalls, “hace una declaración que
merecería ser incluida en la antología de las grandes majaderías de la literatura universal: ‘Estoy
ciego, Domingo, pero como a todo vasco, me ilumina la luz verdadera, me ilumina la fe’”
(198).30 “Majadería” or not, the scene illustrates a powerful ideology that portrays Basque
identity as being linked to religion and the homeland. To leave Basque Country, especially
during the war, was to isolate oneself not only from family but also the church and their native
ground. In the play, this meant becoming blind and alone, but for Basques in the United States,
it meant living with the guilt of having rejected their former life or certain death in Verdun.
The chapter ends as the family exits Donner Pass, and the story gestures back to the Donners
and Basques who died on the pass. The family is silent as they approach the offramp, and the
narrator writes that “la Montaña nos liberó. Los precipicios, las rocas, la nieve, las laderas y las
cimas salieron de nuestro Ford. Nuestras mentes pudieron empezar a pensar en otras cosas”
(198). The language again presents the mountain as a sentient force that has held them in an
affected state, and the release they experience suggests that the “pause” in their everyday life
has also come to an end. The pause, which is evinced by their silence, illustrates a moment of
connection not only with the landscape but also the histories that would have otherwise been
unknown. It is not clear how or whether the mountain truly was speaking through Ángela, but
even if it was not a supernatural event, there was still something that suddenly drove her to tell
the stories of the Donner Party and the Basque Shepherds. It is this something that distracts
them from focusing on anything other than the dizzying landscapes and terrifying stories that
consume them during their drive, as they feel, in a fleeting way if nothing else, a sense of guilt
for being able to drive across these areas on a modern mountain pass without the fear or guilt
of their predecessors.
Like the other scenes, their experience with the landscape also seems to linger. The family soon
stops to have lunch, and the narrator goes to the trunk to get a bottle of water to recover from
the drive. He is startled to discover, however, that he can’t drink the water because “el agua se
había convertido en hielo. Souvenir of Sierra Nevada” (199).31 The odd “souvenir” reminds the
narrator of the power of the mountains and its extreme weather conditions. In case he had
forgotten, several people–even families like his–died from the same cold through which he has
just driven. The minor inconvenience of not being able to take a drink versus the terror of
30

“The Mountain finally released us. The precipices, rocks, and snow, the steep slopes and mountain peeks left the
car. Our minds could begin to think about other things” (Nevada Days 172).
31
“The water had turned into ice. Souvenir of the Sierra Nevada” (Nevada Days 172).
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freezing to death is obviously different, but it does force a pause in the everyday experience of
the narrator and provides a reminder of the intense emotional experiences that took place in
the space through which he and his family have just travelled. Not only a story in a book or a
signpost off the road, the affective landscapes of the Great Basin, Virginia City, and Donner Pass
have yielded a personal connection between the characters and the land and the
acknowledgment that the people and families lost around the highway are not much different
than their own.

Conclusions
The use of affective landscapes as a category of analysis highlights a heretofore-unexplored
narrative technique in Atxaga’s narrative that demonstrates how affect and the emotions can
contribute to, and help us look beyond, the well-documented function of memory in the
author’s oeuvre.32 ground. The study of these spaces illuminates how the author calls attention
to some of the intimate histories of populations that exist outside the lived experiences of
Atxaga and his people in Europe. The experiences that the landscapes capture appear in the
book as indifference, fear, and guilt, and when read together, they reveal a structure of feeling
among Basques and other immigrants and minoritized communities across the North American
West. Such findings align with commentary by critics who have highlighted the socio-political
dimensions of Atxaga’s narrative fiction, especially the tendence to highlight shared human
experiences and forgotten histories of war and social injustice so that they do not continue in
the future (González-Allende and Ascunce 11).
The shared human experiences that the main characters capture in Días de Nevada could be
interpreted as building a so-called oppression narrative that foregrounds the negative aspects
of the past while ignoring the successes, joys, and contributions of minoritized populations in
the West. Such narratives may be criticized for focusing purely on the negative aspects of the
past without offering clear or actionable solutions that adequately address injustices in the
present. These criticisms signal a limitation of such oppression narratives, but they too can be
criticized for implying that literature should serve as a vehicle for projecting optimism and/or a
method of solving problems that truly have no easy solutions. At the core of the question, at
least for this paper, is why the author projects wishes to understand the past in this way.
Again, Atxaga has an established record of engaging questions of social injustice, especially as
32

th

st

Recent efforts to document affect and the emotions in 20 -21 -Century Peninsular Literature and Culture
appear in Labanyi, “Doing Things,” 2010; Krauel, 2013; Carolina Rodríguez López, 2014; Elena Delgado et al. 2016.
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they have played out historically between Basque Country and the Franco regime. The same
pattern appears in Días de Nevada, but the target is not the dictatorship. Instead, Atxaga is
calling attention to the mistreatment of minoritized groups in the West by highlighting the fact
that the labor of these populations helped build the country into what it is, but that same work,
as well as the histories of the workers themselves, have been largely ignored by official
narratives of history in the United States.
For these reasons, the insights gained suggest that affective landscapes represent a defensible
framework for further inquiries into the relationship between memory, affect, and the
emotions in the larger cultural production of Spain and transnational relations between Europe
and the Americas. Affective landscapes not only offer ways of understanding the past by
studying spaces that continue to affect people in the present, but they also offer clues into the
otherwise unseen and often unstudied relationship between human beings and the forces,
energies, and intensities that reside in locations that are defined by violence and trauma. In the
case of Días de Nevada, the characters’ experiences with affective landscapes reveal a brief but
coherent glimpse into the lives of individuals and groups who, in the face of constant
challenges, succeeded in contributing to the culture, economy, and everyday life of the western
United States. Their stories are nothing more than glimpses into the realities of minoritized
groups in this area, but they do create a pause in the lives of the main characters–and maybe
even readers–that forces us to consider that the loss of strangers may in some way be our loss
as well. It is a unique narrative strategy that captures not what is remembered from the past
but who and what remain in locations with histories that would otherwise be overlooked,
unseen, or completely forgotten.
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